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the sector 38. Consequently, it is normally im 
possible to move the arm 35 downwardly. 
The arm 5 is pivotally connected by means of 

a pin and slot connection to a lever 54 which is 
pivoted to the frame 24 at 55. The upper end of 
the lever 54 engages an adjustable stop 56 car 
ried by a lever 57 in the upper part of the ma 
chine. It will readily be understood that when 
the lever 57 is held in the position shown in Fig. 
2, which occurs in a manner hereinafter to be de 
scribed, then the handle 35 may be moved down wardly. 
When the merchandise is exhausted, the plate 

22 is adapted to move upwardly. The plate 22 
carries an upwardly projecting pin 58 which is 
thus brought into the path of the dispensing plate 
28 and, consequently, prevents the rearward 
movement of that plate. On the forward side of 
the merchandise tube 2 is slidably mounted a 
plate 59 which is adapted to drop, under certain 
conditions, into the path of the plate 28 so as to 
prevent dispensing movement thereof. 
The plate 59 is normally held in the position 

shown in Fig. 2 by a lever 60 pivotally mounted, 
on the frame 24. The forward end of the lever 60 
is provided with a slot 6 through which passes 
a pin 62 carried by an arm 63 which is pivoted 
on the frame 24. The arm 63 is biased forward 
ly by means of a spring 64 and the lever 60 is 
bent at an angle, as shown in Fig. 2, so that 
the forward movement of the arm 63 causes the 
plate 59 to move downwardly. The arm 63 is 
normally prevented from moving forwardly in 
this manner by engagement with an abutment 65 
carried at the lower end of a lever 66 which is 
mounted in the upper part of the machine. The 
upper end of the arm 63 and the upper end of 
the lever 54 may be guided in suitable slots (not 
shown) in a bracket 67 mounted on the frame 24. 
When the plate 22 moves upwardly owing to the 

absence of merchandise, in the manner hereto 
fore described, a bar 68 is pushed upwardly. The 
upper end of the bar 68 engages one end of a 
lever 69. 
The upper part of the machine comprises a 

supporting plate 70 which is rigidly mounted On 
the frame 24 by a bracket 7, a flange 2, and a 
bracket 73. The plate 70 is located at a small 
angle to the vertical in order that the Window 
74 in the front of the housing and three handles 
4 may be seen and operated with facility. 
Through the window T4 is seen three coin display 

55 
discs 76, each of which is provided with Seven 
coin-receiving pockets. These discs operate with 
in circular beaded frames which prevent the 
coins from moving radially except when such 
movement is desired. 
Mounted upon the plate 70 is a plate 78, por 

tions of which are in spaced relation to the plate 60 

65 

70 

75 

70 so as to provide chutes and passageways for 
the coins. Integral with the cover plate 78 are 
three cylindrical coin-receiving formations 79 
which project forwardly through the front hous 
ing, as shown in Fig. 6. The plate 70 is provided 
with bead formations for the purpose of defin 
ing coin chutes, there being one coin chute for 
each of the three coin-receiving openings 79. 
Thus, the plate 70 may carry beaded portions 
80 and 8 which define a coin chute which slopes 
downwardly from the position of the inlet, 9 
towards the right. The coin chute 82 thus pro 
vided delivers the coin into a coin chute 83 which 
slopes in the opposite direction, that is, to the 
left and downwardly, this coin chute being 
formed by an upper beaded formation 84, the 

2,223,052 
lower beaded formation 85, and a flange 86 which 
projects forwardly above the level of the beaded 
formations. 
The beaded formation 84 extends around a 

pocket 87 in which is located a horseshoe magnet 
88. Between the horseshoe magnet 88 and the 
left-hand extremity of the flange 86 the coin is 
free to drop into a chute 89 which extends to the 
right and a chute 90 which extends to the left. 
The chute 89 is constituted by beaded formations 
9 and 92 which merge with the circular beaded 
formations 77 previously referred to. 
The chute 90 is constituted by beaded forma 

tions 93 and 94 and any coin passing into this 
chute is delivered through an opening 95 in the 
plate 70. It will be understood that the beaded 
formations just described are duplicated for the 
mechanisms for receiving all three coins. 
The plate 70 also carries beaded formations 

96 and 97. It must be understood that all these 
beaded formations are of uniforn height. Con 
sequently, the coin chutes referred to are com 
pleted by securing the flat plate 78 to the plate 
To so that it rests on said beaded formations. 
The plate 78 is provided with openings 98 which 
align with the coin display discs T6. These Open 
ings are somewhat smaller in diameter than the 
interior diameter of the circular formations T. 
Consequently, the adjacent portions of the plate 
78 around the openings 98 constitute a periph 
eral flange which prevents coins from being dis 
placed upwardly out of the pockets of the coin 
display discs. 
The coin display discs 76 are provided with 

central bosses and these bosses are provided with 
radially directed projections 99 which are adapt 
ed to overlie coins in the pockets of the display 
discs and prevent the accidental displacement of 
the coins in the forward direction. 
The plate 70 is provided with three openings 
OO in alignment with the entering positions of 

the coins. The rear wall of the housing 20 is 
provided with openings of (Fig. 2) in align 
ment with the openings too so that in the event 
a coin gets stuck in any of the coin receivers 9, 
a suitable punch may be introduced by the Open 
ing 0 to displace the coin. 
Along each chute 83 the plate 70 is provided 

with an opening i 02 through which may fall un 
dersized coins. The opposite ends of the open 
ing 02 are beveled, as shown at 03 (Fig. 14). 
Along the lower edge of the chute 83 at an inter 
mediate point of the opening 102 the plate 70 
is provided with a wedge-shaped projection 04 
which insures that a coin will lean backwards 
and if it is of the correct size, it will bear against 
the upper part of the coin chute 83 provided by 
the plate 70. Consequently, a coin which is of 
insufficient diameter will be caused to fall through 
the opening 83 into a trough 05. When pass 
ing the zone of the projection 04, the lower edge 
of the coin runs upon the flange 86 previously re 
ferred to. 
The plate 78 is provided with a pocket fo6 

to enable the coin to pass the projection fo4. At 
the entrance of the chute 89 the plate 70 is pro 
vided with a slot through which is adapted to 
extend the forwardly turned end 08 of a light 
lever 09. The lever 09 is pivotally mounted 
on a pin ff0 which extends through the webs of a 
U-shaped bracket f mounted on the rear of the plate 70. 
The pin 0 is provided at one end with a lat 

erally turned loop 2 whereby the pin ?o may 
be held against displacement by the screw f. 
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The lower end of the lever 09 is free to swing 
within a slot 4 in the plate TO, which slot is 
located in the coin chute 89. The slot 4 con 
municates with an arcuate slot 5, the purpose 
of which will hereinafter be described. The low 
er portion of the lever 09 is bent laterally and 
it normally extends into the coin chute 89, the 
plate 78 being provided with a forwardly pressed 
formation 6 for its accommodation. 
At its lower end the lever 9 carries a for 

wardly projecting portion f which is also 
adapted to extend through the plate Badjacent 
the opening 98. The projection f is adapted 
to be engaged by a coin in the pocket of the 
display disc T6 in coin-receiving position. Con 
sequently, while there is a coin in the display 
disc 76 at that position, the inturned end 08 is 
displaced into the coin chute 89 so that a further 
coin is prevented from entering. If a coin is in 
Serted in the coin-receiving opening 79 while a 
coin is in the coin-receiving position of the dis 
play disc 76, the second coin will roll over the 
projecting portion 08 and will be delivered 
through the opening 95 from which it passes by 
the manifold chute 8 to a return cup is. 
The plate T0 is provided with two slots 20 

and 2 within which are movably mounted the 
pins 22 and 23, respectively. The pins 22 
and 23 normally have the position in which 
they are shown in Fig. 7. When in this position 
they are adapted to arrest a coin and it may be 
noted that the coin thus arrested is in contact 
With the lever 09 so that the projection 08 is 
moved into the chute 89. In register with the 
coin-receiving pocket of each coin display disc 
76, the plate 70 is provided with openings, 
through which are adapted to extend pins 24 
and 25. The pin 24 is located at the center 
of a coin in the receiving position. The pin 25 
is located adjacent a marginal portion of the 
coin in coin-receiving position. 
The coin-receiving discs are adapted to be 

rotated step by step in the counter-clockwise 
direction as viewed from the front of the ma 
chine, that is, as viewed in Fig. 7. At the posi 
tion to the right of the coin-receiving position, 
the plate T0 is provided with an opening 26 
through which coins carried around by the dis 
play disc are adapted to fall into coin chutes 
27, 28 and 29. 
In some cases it is desirable to provide for the 

employment of authorized tokens as well as coins. 
Thus, the right-hand display disc as viewed in 
Fig. 7, that is, the nickel or 5g display disc, is 
adapted for use with nickels or with tokens of 
a certain limited magnetic quality. Such 
tokens may, for example, beformed of bronze or 
the like, but provided with a central core of 
magnetic metal. This core is not of sufficient 
mass that the coin is defected by the magnet 88 
from the coin chute 89 into the coin chute 95, 
as is the case with a ferrous slug. Nevertheless, 
the mass of the magnetic core is such that it is 
attracted by a magnet 30. 
Below the magnet is provided a chute 3 into 

which genuine coins pass. The chute 3 de 
livers into a chute 32 into which also deliver 
the chutes 2 and 28. The chute 32 extends 
downwardly to the cash box 33 at the bottom 
of the machine. 
The Special tokens being held by the magnet 
30 are carried around by the display disc 76 and 

eventually are discharged through the appro 
priate opening 26 in the plate 70. These tokens 
fall into chutes 29 and 34 which extend in 

separate sections downwardly to a token box 3S 
in the bottom of the machine. In case it is de 
sired to employ tokens which have a very small 
opening in their center and at the same time 
prevent the delivery of merchandise for a spuri 
ous token with a large opening in its center, we 
may employ a stepped pin 24', as shown in Fig. 
5 instead of the round pins 24 shown in con 
nection with the other coin display discs. 
Upon the plate 78 is pivotally mounted an arm 

36, one for each coin-receiving opening, which 
carries a stud 37 which extends through an 
arcuate slot 38 in the plate 78, through the coin 
chute 89, and into the slot 5 which is in align 
ment with the slot 38. In normal condition the 
arm 36 is in the position shown in Fig. 3 and 
the stud 37 is located in the position shown in 
Fig. 7, that is, immediately above the chute 89. 
The arm 36 is held in this position by a spring 
39. The arm 36 carries a forwardly extending 

stud 40 whereby it may be moved downwardly. 
It is thus moved downwardly when a coin is 
supported on the two pins 22 and 23 and the 
stud 37 then engages the coin and forces it 
downwardly past the pins 22 and 23 into the 
coin-receiving positiqn in the coin display disc. 
This downward movement is effected by means 

of a handle 4 located on the exterior of the 
housing 2. The handle A is rotatably mount 
ed. On the housing by means of a shaft 42. The 
inner end of the shaft 42 is flattened to re 
ceive in rigid relation the boss of an arm 83. 
The arm 43 is held on the shaft 42 by means 
of a washer & 6 and screw 85. 
The arm A43 is adapted to engage the stud 
4. When not actuated by the handle A4 the 
arm 43 is in the position shown in Fig. 11, 
being moved to that position by a spring 46 and 
by the action of the spring 39 which moves the 
asSociated arm 36 upwardly. The spring 46 
is anchored to a suitable bracket A mounted 
on the inner side of the housing 26. 
bracket serves as a support for a rubber abut 
ment 48 which is adapted to engage an abut 
ment 49 on the boss of the arm 43 so as to 
limit the movement of the handle 4. 
The pin 23 is carried by a bell crank lever 75 

mounted on the forward side of the plate 78 
and it extends through a slot 50 in the plate 78 
in alignment with the slot 2. The bell crank 
lever T5 is biased by a spring 52 so that the 
pin 23 is normally in its innermost position, in 
which it assists in arresting a coin passing down 
Ward through the chute 89. When the handle 
4 is actuated and the pin 37 moves down 
wardly in the slot ffs, the coin forces the pin 23 
outwardly against the tension of the spring 51. 
At the same time the pin 22 is moved out 
wardly. 
The pin 22, which extends from the rear 

through the slot 20 in the plate 70 and through 
a registering slot 52 in the plate 78, is carried 
by a forked lever 53 pivotally mounted on the 
back of the plate 70. The lever 53 is biased by 
a spring 54 so that the pin f22 is located in its 
innermost position with respect to the chute 89, 
that is, the position shown in Fig. 7. It will 
readily be understood that when a coin is forced 
down the chute 89 by the pin 37, the forked 
lever 53 is swung to the right as viewed in Fig. 
8, this being a view looking from the rear of the 
machine. 
On the rear side of the plate 70 are mounted 

three leaf springs í55 which extend past the 
upper portion of the slot 5 in which rides the 
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stroke, not only is the ratchet wheel 63 rotated 
one step, but also the ratchet wheel 6. At the 
end of this oscillation the dog 8 is raised out 
of engagement with all ratchet teeth by means of 
a formation 93 on the ratchet wheel 63, which 
formation replaces the normal tooth position. 

It will be understood that the number of oscil 
lations of the dispensing handle 35, which are 
necessary for the cooperation of the detent 9 
with the large recess 80 of the ratchet wheel 
63, depends upon the relation between the posi 

tion of the stop 76 and the large recess 80 on 
the ratchet wheel 63. The positions for the 
stops 76 for 1, 2 and 5 actuations of the handle 
35 are shown on Fig. 4. 
When the merchandise in the machine is ex 

hausted, the bar 68 is moved upwardly and swings 
the lever 69 (Fig. 4) in the clockwise direction. 
The lever 69 is pivotally mounted at 94 on the 
plate 73. At its upper end the lever 69 carries 
a forwardly bent camportion 95. The cam por 
tion f 95 engages an arm 96 which is rigidly 
mounted on a shaft 97 which extends across 
the machine behind the plate 70, being mounted 
on brackets 98 carried thereby. 
The shaft 97 carries three radially projecting 

pins 99 which are adapted, under certain cir 
cumstances, to engage the three levers 09. The 
shaft 97 is biased by a spring 200 (Fig. 6) which 
is connected to an arm 20 rigidly mounted on 
one end of the shaft 97. When the upper part 
of the lever SS is displaced to the right, as viewed 
in Fig. 4, the shaft 97 is rotated slightly in the 
counter-clockwise direction as viewed in Fig. 6, 
With the result that the pins 99 engage the levers 
f09 and project the forwardly turned portions 
08 thereof into the coin chutes 89. Conse 

quently, when the machine is empty of merchan 
dise, coins inserted at the openings 79 will not be 
accepted by the machine, but will be returned 
to the customer at the outlet 9. 
The two levers 57 and 66 are rigidly mounted 

on the ends of two shafts 202 and 203 which 
extend across the machine behind the plate 70, 
being pivotally mounted in the brackets 98 
which also support the shaft 97 immediately in 
front of the shaft 203. The shaft 202 has rigidly 
mounted thereon three arms 204, to each of 
which is pivotally connected one of the pins 25 
previously referred to. 

In their normal position the pins 25 are lo 
cated flush with the plate 70. If there is a coin 
in the coin-receiving position of one of the coin 
display discs, the pin f25 will be prevented from 
Inoving forwardly When the handle 35 is de 
pressed. - Consequently, the lever 54 will be held 
in the position in which it is shown in Fig. 2, 
and the arm 5 will not be permitted to move 
rearwardly. Consequently, the handle 35 may be 
moved downwardly without the projection 50 en 
tering the recess 53 which would prevent the 
downward movement. 
The shaft 203 rigidly carries three downwardly 

depending arms 205 to which are pivotally con 
nected the three pins 24 or 24', as the case 
may be. These pins have their forward extremi 
ties normally flush with the plate T0. 
The two levers 57 and 66 are drawn rearwardly 

by springs 206 so that the bolts 56 and 65 car 
ried thereby abut against the levers 54 and 63, 
respectively. Adjacent its pivot the arm 63 car 
ries a forwardly projecting arm 207 which is 
connected by a spring 208 to the hand lever 35. 
When the hand lever is in its upward position, 
that is, the position shown in Fig. 2, the spring 

5 
208 is not under tension. When the handle 35 
is moved downwardly, the spring 208 becomes 
tensioned and the force applied to the arm 63 
is sufficient to swing the lever 66 forwardly or to 
tend to do so. If there is a hole in the coin or 
if there is a large hole in the case of a token in 
the third coin unit, the arm 63 moves forward to 
such an extent that the plate 59 is moved down 
Wardly and, Consequently, the rearward move 
ment of the dispensing plate 28 is prevented. 
Means are preferably provided to prevent the 

machine from being tilted in an effort to cheat 
it by employing thin coins or tokens. Thus, we 
may mount a pendulum 209 which is adapted, 
When the machine is tilted forwardly, to engage 
a pin 20 carried by an arm 2, which is rigidly 
carried by the shaft (97. It will readily be un 
derstood that When the machine is tilted for 
Wardly the shaft 97 is rotated in counter-clock 
Wise direction, as viewed in Fig. 6, and the pins 
99 engage the lever 09, as shown in Fig. 13, 
and move this lever in the counter-clockwise di 
rection as viewed in that figure, so as to introduce 
the projecting portion fos into the slot 89. 
The operation of the device will be fully un 

derstood from the foregoing description. If a 
quater is inserted in the first or left-hand coin 
receiving opening 79, and the appropriate handle 
f4 is operated to force the coin from the coin 
chute 89 into the coin display disc, then the han 
dle 35 may be actuated five times for the dis 
charge of five packages of merchandise. When 
a dime is inserted in the second coin-receiving 
opening 79 and the appropriate handle 14l is op 
erated, the handle 35 may be actuated twice to 
dispense two packages of merchandise. When a 
nickel or an authorized token is inserted in the 
third coin-receiving opening 79 and the appro 
priate handle 4 is operated, the handle 35 may 
be operated once only. 
Although the invention has been disclosed in 

connection with the specific details of a pre 
ferred embodiment thereof, it must be under 
stood that Such details are not intended to be 
limitative of the invention except insofar as set 
forth in the accompanying claims. 

Having thus described our invention, what we 
claim as new and desire to Secure by Letters Pat 
ent of the United States is: 

1. A coin released mechanism comprising 
ratchet means, means biasing said ratchet means 
to an initial position, pawl means for moving said 
ratchet means into another position, further pawl 
means for holding said ratchet in last said posi 
tion, coin actuated means for releasing said pawl 
means, manually operated means, means includ 
ing first said pawl means actuated by Said manu 
ally operated means for moving said ratchet 
means step by step from Said initial position, and 
means actuated by said manually operated means 
at a predetermined number of actuations for ren 
dering said manually operated means inoperable. 

2. A coin released mechanism comprising 
ratchet means, means biasing said ratchet means 
to an initial position, pawl means for moving 
said ratchet means into another position, further 
pawl means for holding. Said ratchet in last said, 
position, coin actuated means for releasing said 
pawl means, manually operated means, means in 
cluding first said pawl means actuated by said 
manually operated means for moving said ratch 
et means step by step from said initial position, 
and means controlled by said ratchet means and 
actuated by said manually operated means 
whereby the actuation of said manually operated 
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